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Dear Reader,
Issue 7.2 marks the beginning of a new chapter for
Underground. For seven years, we’ve published art and
creative writing by students at Georgia State. Thanks to the
dedication of past contributors, editors, and staff, the journal
is an integral part of the creative community on campus.
This semester, in addition to taking submissions from
GSU students, we put out a call for non-GSU submissions.
Undergrads around the country responded by sending us
their art, poetry, and prose. By offering this opportunity
to other undergrads, we hope to make new friends, to
share the work of our GSU contributors with a wider
audience, and to engage in the conversations shaping
our emerging generation of artists and writers.
As you flip through this issue, you’ll find writing by current and
former GSU students, art by the winners of the GSU Spotlight Art
Competition, and several pieces submitted by students enrolled
at other colleges and universities. As Underground evolves,
we remain committed to providing a place where our fellow
students can say what they need to say, how they need to say it.
—David Revzin
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“The only place to go in art is too far.”
Gene Davis

—
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Grace Aldis
Demon
I don’t want her to turn into a
Demon.
I don’t want her
to turn into a thought
that will consume me;
a car stuck under water with the windows up;
pounding my fists against the glass until they
bleed;
blood mixes with
salt water in beautiful red wisps; the Demon
infiltrating my lungs; stealing the oxygen in my thrashing
brain for herself until
she takes
it all
away
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Betty Armstrong
Grandpapa
I have watched a man roll a cigarette
from a princely red canister;
he opens the lid,and
sweet smells of smoky wood and earth,
of coffee with cream, and of maple syrup,
swell up from the damp brown leaves.
He unfurls a sheet of delicate paper
folds a crease halfway and
packs it with silent nights sitting on the porch
stargazing and chasing falling stars
that turn into pebbles.
He fills in along the crease, and
with three fingers he spins a story,
licks the edge, and lights the end—
a moment of fiery light and smoke.
Then gone.
Nothing but ash and a small sliver of soft paper.
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Betty Armstrong
Memphis
She said, “This is the city of blues,”
and I’m watching her hand swim
in time with the waves of the wind
hanging out the car side window
as the streets pass by like
water rushing out to sea
leaving a memory of something
that was—boarded up remains
of the used to be building
degrade in the rear window.
I think, “Yes, it is.”
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Kristen Bledsoe
In Bed: The Kiss (Toulouse-Lautrec)
There is no sunburst like the bright
explosion of your auburn hair
against a snow-heap pillow
		
(there is no mountain, no valley
		
like the paleness of your shoulders)
no siren song like the wandering
hum of your morning voice
(no ivory so precious as the slender
		
folded steeple of your fingers)
In the morning our bare bones
are laid out, rosy pink and
littered across the linen landscape
and we reach out, tangle ourselves
		
our eyelashes weak static
		
our kiss, white noise
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Kristen Bledsoe
waffle house hash browns
find god in stickiness and grease
and crisp that is golden as heavenly streets
tacky hand to tacky hand pressed
in prayer and in laughter, love—
prayer that is not to the sky
but to the earth, where grow potatoes
deep in healthy soil
pressing roots inward
reaching for something that is real
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Christian Bowman
The Sinister Burden
Heavy is my body when I wake up
each day and skip prayer
and my joints burn each night
when I wash the blood off my feet.
The world is damp and moldy
when you work for Death—The
Cruel Master. Charismatic
demanding, and
looming
over you resting one hand
on your shoulder
and his slender, bony fingers
of the other
wrapped around your neck.
It’s a hard life, I say
To trudge forward at the scathe
of a command and bend down
at the crack of the whip
or stand up at the call of your name…
It’s a hard life.
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The steel chains of time sear my skin
in the summer; In the winter
my neck freezes and I cannot turn
to face my puppet master,
“The”—
Sinister Burden.
gripping my throat,
tossing my arms
and throwing my feet.
This is “the”.
Absurd existence living
FOR, WITH, UNDER
D E A T H~
I think I will whither away
one day
at his command.
But all is not bad.
I can sit and observe with reserved eye.
He relinquished my mind from excessive
sculpting of a world of stone, where They
would turn to dust rather than me.
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My heavy leaden steps make footprints
(a piece of me, my eternal creation)
through this world
but He spreads his scent on my trail.
When I stumble, when I fall
I sniff the ground
and am reminded of
the way he
shoves
my head
and beats me
when I haven’t been a good boy.
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Alec Prevett
Fait Pour Toi
I watch you from across
the chilling coffee porcelains
and poor-man’s eggs benedict
as you skim through that
awful Sunday newspaper
And I think without wanting to
of the great number of forces there
are that could take you easily
from me and from our crummy
livingdiningcooking room
lung cancer monoxide leaks
oil wars mall shootings famine
lust distrust men in hats and must
we bring in dead processed trees that
remind of all that world outside?
Let’s keep trees in pots
not print it’s so ugly
in its fascist patterns
words and letters so
deceitful and square
Let’s keep pants off
in the morning we can
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eat each other no
need for forks or knives
or even porcelains
though perhaps I am not
a meal outright more of an
hors d’oeuvre with my
small mind and lacking
French and quick petites morts.
You look up at me glasses perched
clumsily on your beagle nose and I think fuck it
let’s buy it all forks and knives cancer fascism
a pitiful suburban hole with a big kitchen for
our many children yet to be.
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Alec Prevett
in the summer we are beautiful
fat cicadas crawl
in on about you
burrowing nesting calling
for other bugs to join, freely join
and turn your carcass soft
into a vibrating musical
hive and here i come in reply
offering my own fleshy body
with its hollow bones and
empty echoing braincabinet,
another rotting concert hall
for chirring insect symphonists—
human opera houses,
our bodies sing with what’s
inside them, and like
two molted skins,
i and you we rot.
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Alec Prevett
maybe i’ll become a hermit
find some unclaimed brush deep in blue ridge
to grow leathery and lonesome in.
my staff is whatever tree’s fallen arm i find that day,
my lantern: a locket, and the flame your tiny portrait.
i’ll fashion a bed of apple cores and rotten leaves,
let my beard grow until it can serve as a wooly blanket.
in the mornings i’ll take tea with god
and whoever her lover is,
and we won’t talk.
my afternoons will be dedicated to stillness
what a therapy, or for poetry and its lovemaking.
upstream will be for drinking and fishing,
downstream for laundry and pissing and that other
hushhush thing all those with bowels
must sometimes do (die).
and in the rough nighttime i will join
the coyote chorus, singing:
it seems to me you lived your life
like a candle in the wind!
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Karlee Agan
Ice and Wind
The birds are loud.
There are three or four babies in the nest
in the middle of the dogwood tree right next to the
lake. They’re wailing. She doesn’t see the mother.
She thinks the lake looks too still, like it’s
begging to be touched and ruined. It starts an itching in her hand so she throws a heavy stick as far as she
can into the middle of it. It sinks straight to the bottom
and she watches the ripples fade out, unsatisfied.
She thinks it would look nicer frozen—
ice and wind swallowing the forest whole.
The birds are louder, now.
The sky is grey. The dark kind of looming, dangerous
grey her parents always gasped at when they walked onto the
front porch on a dusty summer night as storm sirens went off.
The leaves are bright, though. Bright yellow
and orange at her feet. Her rain boots crunch them up
and she kicks at them and wishes it were winter.
She sits down on the bank by the lake and tries
to look further across the water, tries to see if there are
any other colors in the leaves that make her stomach hurt
less. She finds the yellow and or-ange phoney, like the
entire forest has been lifted off a photo-shoot backdrop
and glued to the earth. None of it is real enough.
The chirping is starting to sound shrill.
The mother bird doesn’t come back.
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Camille Bolos
Two Types of Cheese
The early December wind howls sweet nothings
into my ear all night long. It holds in its whipping the
promise of colder nights to come. My mind was numbed
by the pain but grateful that I could barely feel below
my waist anymore. You’d think that after a few years
the winters would become bearable. They don’t. Being
embraced by that first summer breeze makes me forget
the color gray and the winters that reek of desperation.
When the sky lights up blue and I feel those first drops of
summer sunlight, all the memories of insufferable nights
fade into the background. It’s like seeing the person who
shattered your heart into a million pieces, after years of
resentment, and then remembering the softness in their
eyes and how incredible it was to be loved by them.
My usual Wednesday afternoon spot is across the
street from a convenience store. I watch people going in
and coming out, going about their daily routine. I, beg for
a spare dollar here and there. I watch as a young woman
no older than eighteen drags a toddler behind her down
the street. Her blonde wispy hair caught in a gust of wind
exposes furrowed brows and pursed lips, silently scolding
what I assume to be her child. The young boy with dirty
blonde hair is squealing, his light-up shoes giving the rest
of the world a show as he stomps down the sidewalk. She
drags him into the store and my mind wanders to Eva. I
wonder where she is, what she’s doing. I don’t think about
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her too often, but every now and then I catch a glimpse
of strawberry blonde hair in the corner of my eye and her
face floods back into my memory. I always do a double
take and it’s never her. Sometimes I imagine that she
is frolicking around somewhere in Greece or Italy, her
suitcase overflowing with beautiful gowns from exotic
places, handmade by people less fortunate than herself. But
during harsh cold winters like these I imagine she’s either
in the ground or in a ditch somewhere. Maybe she’s living
in a rundown trailer park, jonesing for god knows what.
It’s hard to be humane when you don’t know where your
next meal is coming from and the only shoes that fit you
at the shelter have holes in the toes. During the spring and
summer months it gets easier to have pleasant thoughts.
I hear the ding of something solid being tossed
into my jar—a quarter. I scan the street searching for the
soul who put it there but they are long gone. People in
New York City are fast talkers and even faster walkers. As
I’m scanning, my eyes double back to tiny green and red
flashing lights across the street. I recognize those lights.
Following them up the legs they belong to, I reach the
dirty blonde haired boy’s face, red as a beet and streaked
with tears. I look around for the furrowed eyes and long
blonde hair of the mother. I don’t see her. He’s looking,
getting lost in the crowd of people on the sidewalk.
Is she still inside? Did she lose track of him? Did she
leave him there? On purpose? Where are you? Are you
coming back? Are you ever coming back? Questions
swarm in my brain. My mind takes me back to a place
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long ago and my heart sinks into my stomach, a lump
forming in my throat. Memories of that day creep in.
I was eight and my mother was my whole world.
She was all I knew. I never met my father, as far as I’m
aware he doesn’t even know I exist. Eva never mentioned
him so I stopped asking questions. We needed bread,
cheese, and milk for grilled cheese sandwiches so we
headed to the little store down the street from our onebedroom apartment. It was warm outside, middle of
April. Yellow flowers sprouted up from the sidewalk
and the air was fragrant with spring. Eva loved to skip
so we skipped all the way to the market. Before we went
inside she asked me, “What do you want to be when you
grow up, Aiden?” Her eyes squinted hard into mine.
“Free!” I wailed, jumping up and down. She
had taught me that. I remember her telling me that all
she wanted out of life was to be free. She laughed and
smiled and told me “That’s right, munchkin.” She held
my hand as we walked into the market and paced up and
down the aisles until we got to the milk and cheese.
“Mom? Can we get two types of cheeses
for our grilled cheese?” I pleaded.
“Munchkin, we only have enough
for one block of cheese today.”
“Please mom? It’s better with two!”
“Next time, sweetie”
“That’s what you said last time.
This is next time, mom!”
“Next time, I promise.”
“Please pleasepleaseplease?” I begged.
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She looked at me and her eyebrows
pushed together, creating wrinkles between her
blue eyes. “Okay munchkin, but just two!”
“Thank you, thank you!” I remembered
being so thrilled by a two-cheese grilled cheese.
“I’m going to the bread aisle. Can you be a big
boy and grab the milk and meet me at the front?”
“Mhmm.” I trailed off, deciding
which two cheeses to choose.
I stared at that cheese for what seemed like an
eternity. I ended up going with the basics, mild cheddar and
Swiss. I was so proud of my choices I couldn’t wait to show
my mother. Swiss was her favorite. I was so anxious that I
walked right past the milk as I made my way up the aisle to
the front. There was hardly anyone in the market that day
so when I didn’t see her I headed to where I remembered
the bread was. She wasn’t down there either. I walked up
and down every single cold grey aisle twice and there was
still no sign of her. I remember the feeling of my chest
getting tighter and my breath getting shorter. When I made
my way back up to the front the man behind the counter
asked me if I was lost. “No,” I replied, but I remember not
really knowing if that was true. He had dark brown hair and
there was a tinge of worry in his eyes. He asked where my
parents were. I just stared at him. He had told me to wait
right there and he would be back. My feet took me outside
after he left and I looked around for her. My vision started
to get blurry and my cheeks became wet. I remember
thinking that if I just sat there she would come running out
in a frenzy, so worried about me. The longer I waited the
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more panicked I became. Questions filled my head. Is she
still inside? Did I lose track of her? Did she leave me here?
On purpose? Where is she? Is she coming back? Is she ever
coming back? I sat there until the sun disappeared behind
the black buildings in the distance and a police car pulled
up. I refused to leave, insisting that she was coming back.
But they told me that they couldn’t just let me sit there in
the dark—that it was too dangerous—so I reluctantly got in
the back of the car, still clutching the two packets of cheese.
Another ding against my cup reels me back into
reality. I realize I have been staring at the little boy the
whole time, his shoes still flashing red and green. A part of
me wants to scream and shout, “Someone help this kid!”
but a part of me is still paralyzed from the gut-wrenching
sensation that I am watching myself. The convenience
store doors fly open and the sun’s rays bounce off her head
full of blonde hair, her arms flailing through the air. I lean
in close like I’m at the movies, on the edge of my seat in
suspense. I can barely hear from the other side of the road
but I am able to make out the young woman’s screams. She
grabs the boy and hoists him onto her hip, making sure he
can’t escape her again. He nestles his face into her shoulder
and I watch them disappear down the crowded sidewalk.
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Jordyn Jackson
A Story about Us ME
I was born before her. I had five unappreciated
minutes of existing by myself. I have a brother, he’s seven
years older than me. He was born alone and I admired
him so much for it. My brother saw his two sisters and my
dad saw his two daughters. They didn’t see their pair of
twins. Mom always dressed us identically for family photos.
Apparently with two different people only one style was
appropriate. I lived in a small town near the ocean. Everyone
knew each other, so everyone knew us, but only as us.
In grade school we got a lot of attention because the other
kids had never seen identical twins before. So we—I—made a lot
of friends. We were always next to each other in the yearbook.
I was always next to her. If she smiled with teeth I smiled only
with lips, no matter how much I loved to see my own smile. In
high school she said that she wanted to cheerlead. I thought it
was a great idea until I realized that she meant we. I ran track
so she did too. Sometimes our teammates would forget that I
was the fast one. I got my first job at seventeen. The boutique
hired us both and of course we had to greet guests in unison.
I went to college in another state. I wanted to
study in a city so naturally she did too. We had never been
away from home. I could tell that she wasn’t as excited
as I was. We left. And in time I grew to resent that small
town near the ocean and everything that came with it.
Violent hurricanes came with violent debris.
With violent debris came the death of our dad. With
his death came intense grief therapy. And even with
my intense grief she insisted on joint sessions.
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Annastasia Pratt
The Ocean’s Moon
The pain began as small pricks dancing up
Caroline’s calves as the water brushed over her knees.
The farther the pricks moved up her leg, the more
intensely they burned until the path was one long
welt. Caroline stared down at the water. She could see
them dancing through the waves, their long tentacles
twisting together. The burn continued to grow worse,
becoming an electric buzz throughout her body.
She had enough mind to stumble out of the
water, bumping her knees into the jelly blobs as they
floated around her. There were three that she could see
sweetly following the movement of the waves. They
stuck to her skin as she climbed out of the water. She
collapsed on the sand as two people jogged by her.
Caroline had gone to the shoreline to clear her mind, as
everyone did at some point or another. She wanted the
cool water to give her peace and to calm her, to quiet
the voice in the back of her head that just kept repeating
the scene over and over again. The missed—ignored—
phone calls, the stilted breakfast over cold bagels, and
the growing pit between her rib cage and her lungs. The
final moment when his eyes could barely skim hers.
Earlier, she sat on the sand, watching the gray sky darken,
until an impulse had her rolling her pants up past her
calves and joining the translucent jellies in the water.
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Red, angry ridges began to rise on her skin as she
reeled out of the ocean. Tears began to fall down
her cheeks as she stared at the patchwork on her
legs. Her breath came in quick bursts, and her chest
grew tight. The space between her ribs and her
lungs was suddenly gone. The joggers paused.
“Ma’am,” one said. “Are you alright?”
All Caroline could do was shake her head. Her
lungs burned as brightly as her legs. Her throat constricted.
She could hardly feel her toes, out beyond the pain.
“It’s okay,” the jogger said. “We’ll call for help.”
As she lay on the beach, sand tickling her
scalp, Caroline wondered if he would find out, if one
of her friends would tell him. She wondered what he
would do. If he would come to the hospital, if he would
apologize and leave. She wondered if the radiating burn
of the cotton stuck in her lungs would ever end.
The rush of the hospital kept Caroline from
opening her eyes. Words floated through the pain. Moon
jelly. Severe reaction. Epinephrine. She let the words
wash over her as a nurse placed an oxygen mask over
her nose and mouth. The forced flow of air into her
lungs made Caroline begin to slip, letting the buzz of
the crowd and the pain to drift away, the relief of sleep
lapping over her like the cool water of the ocean.
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Annastasia Pratt
The Train’s Portrait
A child squirmed in the lap of her mother, and I
watched on with aching ribs. She gripped the mother’s
jacket with her chubby hands and dug herself further into
the woman’s legs. Her eyes were bright, and her round
cheeks twisted into a scowl. Her mother stared across the
train, her eyes fixed on a spot behind my head. Perhaps she
watched each building skip by as I often did when I rode
this train. The woman sitting beside the pair fussed over the
child. She moved in frantic swipes, and her words streamed
together as she spoke. She talked until she ran out of air.
“Tonight will be—No, baby girl, you can’t—
Mary! Listen, tonight will be fine, I swear.”
I stared forward, preforming my best impression of the
mother. A weight settled along my jaw as my cheeks went
slack. Strands of my hair fell away from my ears, hanging
into my face. My vision blurred the longer I looked
forward, and the family became a smear of colors. The
sounds of the train became muffled, and I focused on the
passing cement buildings behind their heads. With each
building that passed, my ribs cinched tighter. When the
electronic voice announced my stop, I knotted the cloth of
my purse, twisting it around the form of my keys within.
In the fifteen minutes I’d been on the train, the trio had
barely moved. The only change was the slight reddening
of the child’s cheeks. The child’s squirms drew my gaze
to her once more as I stood, shouldering my bag.
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The mother’s face flickered for an instant. Her restless eyes
met mine, and we watched each other for a heartbeat.
Held in the brief gaze of her eyes, I felt her vacancy.
Then, I turned away and filed out of the train.
The crowded streets bustled with energy that
the mother and daughter had lacked. Their lethargic
motions made the streets buzz. I stood there by
the train station entrance and tried to relieve my
chest. People bumped into me, wedging themselves
around me, and I stood still with my eyes forward.
The humid air of the city gagged me, though a small
breeze tickled my dress and allowed me to breathe.
I knew that I should move. I should walk down the street,
take a left at the intersection, and continue on until the
Sloan Kettering Center came into my view. I should take
the elevator around the corner from the receptionist’s
desk and have it carry me to the eleventh floor. I had
to walk forward and take on my duty as the frantic
woman. I had to inject life into the motionless and care
for the silent family. I knew that I could not keep the
pale, numb child waiting any longer, but I stood still.
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Alec Prevett
Yesterday you asked me
if I still loved you and I think I upset you because
I took what ended up being a very long time to answer
(so long in fact that technically I still haven’t because I am
writing my answer now) but the answer is yes of course I
still love you I only took so long because I was prompted to
think back to all the times available to my memory where
I’d thought to myself Oh My God I love you dear yes I
surelysurely do, like when we sat at the edge of the sand at
Dowses and counted all the moored boats rattlebobbing
on the gentle fleeing tide (itself returning faithfully to its
lover the moon) but of course we never followed it because
not a single one of those dozens of boats were ours and
the shore offered more reliable footing anyway, or when
that rude house guest Pneumonia tried to steal you away
with its promise of the most comfortable sleep you’d ever
had, and to think of those things led me to reflect on how
thankful I was that you weren’t tempted by the offer even
though perhaps you were—I wouldn’t blame you for it—
but if you had been, then I am even more grateful that you
did not succumb and invite ole P into your core to take you
off to eternal ecstasy, and that you remained moored by
me rather than following the salty tide home to participate
in some perverse orgy with that fat Summer moon.
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Crystel Simpson
Hereditary Teeth
Three months ago I got as drunk as I could and hid
the velvet Crown Royal bag. It was only a week before I
noticed how different I was becoming. At work I’m basically
a gopher. I do anything the real estate company needs, from
taking pictures of homes that need to be listed to getting
all 35 members of the office coffee. Before I hid the bag it
was easy to speak my mind. I would look right at my boss
and tell him, “no,” if I thought he was pushing too much
off on me. Lately I just look at my shoes and say, “sure.”
In the past two months I have torn my apartment
to pieces looking for that bag. How many hiding
places are there in a studio apartment? I am starting
to worry that maybe I just threw it in the trash.
Teeth have always fascinated me, mostly because I am afraid
I will lose my own. My mother’s teeth were gone by the time
she turned twenty-nine; my grandmother’s teeth were gone
by nineteen. By my calculations, I should lose mine some
time before I turn thirty-nine. That’s less than thirteen years.
When I was seven I decided to keep a tooth. The first tooth
I kept belonged to my mother. She woke up screaming
one morning and I rushed in to find her pillow covered in
blood, and five teeth on the pillow. I grabbed one and placed
it in the pocket of my nightgown. The next day Mama had
all her teeth pulled and got false teeth. She had gingivitis.
The next year, while looking in my grandmother’s jewelry
box, I found a stunningly white tooth. I asked Granny
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about it and she said that it had belonged to her mother.
She said that she had paid the mortician extra to pull
out the incisor to keep. I never met my Mawmaw, but
everyone talked about her all the time. She died of lung
cancer and took her last breath while puffing on a Pall
Mall. People said Mawmaw never took shit from anyone,
not even on her deathbed. Her son had tried to take her
smokes away and she hit him on the head with her full
bedpan. She raised her seven kids on next to nothing
and had gotten them all through the Great Depression.
She was tough as nails, but at times put her kids through
hell. If family lore is to be believed, then she once drove a
woman around in her trunk for two days, with my Granny
in the backseat, looking for Pawpaw because she thought
he was cheating. When I first held her tooth I knew I
had to have it to go along with Mama’s. I knew Granny
never really went through her jewelry box so I took it.
The next year while living with Granny I
noticed that she always left her dentures on a ledge in
the bathroom and I figured I should have a tooth of
hers as well. I woke up early one morning and found
some pliers. I wiggled the canine for an hour before it
finally came loose. Granny was mad when she saw the
missing tooth but she just assumed that the dentures
had fallen off the ledge and that the tooth had likely
went down the drain. She never had the tooth fixed.
I never understood why Mama hated Granny. As far as I
understand, Mama felt that Granny hadn’t been there when
she needed her the most. Granny was an alcoholic when
Mama was a teenager and Mama had to grow up too fast.
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Mama married the first man that came along, and he was
abusive. When Granny quit drinking, Mama felt it was
already too late. While Granny tried to right her wrongs,
Mama began to live the life she thought she should have had
as a teenager. Granny took care of Mama’s five kids the best
that she could and Mama ran wild. The year I took Granny’s
tooth is the same year that I was placed into foster care.
While in foster care I didn’t have any contact with my
family because my mother hadn’t done what the state asked
of her, so I would talk to the teeth. I know that they listened.
I would bring any problem to the teeth and they would
help sort things out in my head. I moved around a lot, but I
never lost the teeth. I carried the teeth with me everywhere.
When I bought clothes I would make sure there was a
place to keep the teeth. Each tooth had a distinct voice.
Mawmaw’s would tell me, “Straighten that
spine up, girl. Put your head up.”
Granny’s would always ask, “What you need today, baby?”
I heard Mama’s the least, but every now and again she
would chime in. “Don’t listen to Granny,” she’d say.
I left the system at eighteen, but I never looked
for my family. I found whatever job I could and started
to work for the real estate company. I hid the teeth
because I grew tired of the constant noise in my head.
The teeth did more bickering than helping. These three
months without the teeth have been hell. I can’t make any
decisions and work is worse than ever. While walking
past a floor vent in the bathroom my toes begin to tingle.
I hear faint whispering. I run to the kitchen and pull
out every drawer, looking for a flathead screwdriver. I
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sprint back to the bathroom and pry up the floor vent
and there sits the Crown Royal bag. My heart beats
faster as I grab the bag. I empty the bag onto the rug.
I pick up and caress the pearly white tooth
and it says, “‘Bout time, girl.”
I then pick up the tooth marked by pliers and can
hear Granny asking, “What took so long, baby?”
When I pick up the tooth that’s still caked with dried
blood it tells me, “Don’t worry, we’re together now.”
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Jennifer Smith
The Difference between Fruits and Vegetables
You cut watermelon at this new job. It isn’t
watermelon season but farmers have ways of making fruit
ripe when it shouldn’t be. You slice the middle of the melon
and as soon as you do, a sourness floats to your nose. It’s a
familiar smell, and it reminds you of swimming as a child.
You used to travel several streets to knock on the door of
the nicest house in the neighborhood, the only one with
a pool. Your tiny plastic house seemed impossible next
to the bricked beauty on the largest corner lot. You didn’t
particularly care for the children who lived there; you
just wanted to swim. You would fantasize about owning
your own pool on your own corner lot as an adult.
“When I get rich…” you would say. The people
who owned the house would cut up watermelon and put
it in a bowl outside, shutting the doors quickly like the
way zookeepers must feed lions and bears. Once, you
picked up a rotten piece and your chubby little hand
stopped just before it got to your sunburned lips, and you
let the piece go and it fell to the deck. Their dachshund
waddled by and sniffed it only to scrunch his snout and
paw at the sliding glass door. You bunch up the skin
on your nose, same as that dog, and your slightly less
chubby hands slide the watermelon into a trashcan.
That was your last watermelon, so you switch to cutting
pineapple, slicing the pieces thin for grilling. The way your
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hand rocks with the knife reminds you of dicing onions
at your old job. When you were hired here, you begged
the manager to not make you cut onions. “Anything but
onions. I’m tired of crying.” Pineapple has that sort of
scent that stings your nostrils, but different from onions’
sting. Freshly cut onions creep up your nose and just when
you think you’ve beaten the tears, you sniffle and a small,
involuntary tear falls to the cutting board. Now you pick up
the pineapple, halved and cored, and bring it close to your
nose. You inhale deeply, and you realize that underneath
the sweetness pineapple kind of stinks like feet.
The manager of the restaurant approaches you as
you slice through the yellow flesh, offering criticism and
commentary on your knife skills. She’s so close to you, you
can smell remnants of her breakfast: cigarettes and coffee.
“Nicotine and caffeine,” you say jokingly. She smiles, pleased
with your work, as well as your rhyming abilities. You think
she thinks you’re flirting, and honestly you don’t know if
you are. She’s nothing like the manager at your last job,
who tries desperately to cover the smell of cigarettes with
cheap cologne. She walks away, probably to sit in the office,
and her ponytail bounces in a way that seems to mock her
gait. You enjoy the thought of her own ponytail making
fun of her and you stare at her ass, though you don’t really
feel attracted to her. It could be any ass. Your blood mixes
with the pineapple juice on the cutting board and it runs
off the counter like a bloodied waterfall. You probably
didn’t even notice that you cut yourself, not at least for a
few seconds. That’s what you get for staring at her ass, you
think. It takes you several minutes to clean it up, and as a
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result you fall behind schedule. You worry about time.
While cleaning, you think about getting a new job.
Pineapples smell better than onions, you think, but
maybe something else smells better. Maybe you’ll go
work at an Americanized Mexican restaurant, where
you can cut tart limes and toss triangle-shaped tortillas
into hot oil all day. Wouldn’t that be a life, you think,
hanging out with the mariachi band at night, saltrimmed glasses of tequila in hand every time the
sun goes down. Doesn’t that sound like bliss.
Just as your fiestas-and-siestas daydream starts to
take shape in your imagination, the manager comes into
view. She tells you, you don’t have much time, and looks at
your hand bleeding through the layers of gloves you’ve put
on. She doesn’t say anything but you notice that she notices.
She goes away and comes back quickly with a red box that
says “First Aid Kit.” You open it to a lone box of band aids
and a half-empty tube of antiseptic ointment. They aren’t
even real band aids. They’re that kind you hate, the ones
that pretend to be like tattoos with cartoon characters on
them. The band aids won’t stick but you slice away until you
don’t have any more to slice. You calmly tell your manager,
“I have to go, I’m working somewhere else now. These
pineapples smell better than the onions did, but it’s all the
same.” She curses you as you grab your belongings, accusing
you of abandonment. She calls you a flake, and you think,
maybe you are a flake, so you flakily float on to another
restaurant to the same job title, just with different fruit.
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Michelle Aguilar
Asian Red Market
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Antonella Avogadro
Heaving Through Corrupted Lungs
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Antonella Avogadro
I Give Up
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Justin Beaudrot
Ol’ Rusty
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Charisma Dozier
Seeing Red
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Minh-Ngoc Huynh
Love on the Walls
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Minh-Ngoc Huynh
New Life in the Dying Season
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Uduak Ita
Self Portrait of the Heart in the Summer
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Alyssa Jones
The Creator
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Emma Literski
Angst
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Greer Miceli
Watches
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Dylan Rowe
Birds Set Free
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Rebecca Stibrik
Colors of the Universe
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Rebecca Stibrik
King of the Forest
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Emily Wilson
Why Are You Angry
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